[Factors of importance for early and late admission of patients with stroke and transient cerebral ischemia].
Early admission after stroke and TIA is important in modern stroke treatment. We studied the time delay to admission and explored predictive factors of early/late admission. The study was prospective and community-based comprising all patients with stroke or TIA admitted to a Copenhagen hospital from 1 September 1999 to 30 April 2000. The catchment area is well defined with 283,000 inhabitants. All had a neurological examination and a structured interview within three days with registration of age, gender, premorbid Rankin, Scandinavian stroke scale score, time of onset, knowledge of the cause of symptoms, cohabitation, alone at onset, whether admitted by a general practitioner (GP) or by ambulance after calling emergency, and relevant stroke risk factors. Univariate and multivariate statistics were used. Altogether 494 patients with stroke and 63 with TIA were entered; 49% were admitted by a GP, 38% by ambulance after calling emergency, 13% via other routes. Time from onset to hospital admission could be assessed reliably in 374 patients (67%) and was a median of 2.6 hours; 37% arrived within 0-3 hours, 55% within 0-6 hours. Patients calling an ambulance over emergency arrived at a median of 1.0 hour after the stroke; those calling the GP a median of 6.0 hours after the stroke. In a multivariate analysis only admission by ambulance after calling emergency (OR 5.7), TIA (OR 5.6), or the patient's knowledge of the cause of the symptoms (OR 2.2) were predictors of early admission. Patients with stroke or TIA in a Danish metropolitan area arrive at hospital a median of 2.6 hours after the stroke. Admission by ambulance after calling emergency was associated with the shortest onset to admission time.